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Let A be a C*-algebra with identity operator 1 acting on a not
necessarily separable Hubert space $ and M be the von Neumann
algebra generated by A. Let G be a topological group and g-+ag be
a representation of G into the group Aut* (A) of *-automorphisms of A.
Suppose that for each g e G, ag is extendable on M as a ^-automorphism
βg of M (it is easy to check that g —• βg is also a representation of G
into Aut* (M)) and suppose that the mapping g —* {ag{a)ξ, η) is continuous
on G for each α e i , £, 57 e φ. Then it is natural to ask whether the
mapping # —* (βg(b)ζ, rj) is continuous on G for each beM, ζ, η e Q or
not. For the physical background of this problem, see [3] and [5J

In this paper, we will introduce two assumptions on the action of
G ((a) and (β) below) and then under the condition that G is topologized
by a complete metric, will give the affirmative answer to the above
problem. Next we will apply this to a result for non separable case
which plays a role in the theorem concerning the existence of invariant
traces [8].

Our first assumption is
(a). For each g e G, there exists a unitary operator ug on such that

aq — Ad ug IA (where (Ad ug | A) (x) = ugxug for all x e A).
We do not assume that the map G 9 g —• ug is either a representa-

tion or continuous, however we suppose
(/3). There is a sequence {a(n)} of weakly continuous mapping of G

into A such that uge{a(n)(g), n — lf2f •••}" (the double commutant of
{a{n){g\ n = 1, 2, •} [4]) for each g e G.

The key point of the proof is, roughly speaking, how to reduce the
problem to the case that £ is separable. To do this, the Pedersen's
theorem ([9]) concerning "monotone closures in operator algebras" plays
an important role. In the case that § is separable and the topology
of G is given by a complete metric, R. R. Kallman ([6]) solved the
problem in the affirmative.
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Under a certain joint continuity on the map G x As(g, a)—+ag(a) e A,
J. F. Aarnes ([1]) gave the affirmative answer to the question.

2. Proofs of Theorem. First of all, we shall show the following
generalization of the Kallman's result.

PROPOSITION. Keeping the notations as above, instead of the postu-
lates (a) and (β), we suppose that M is σ-finite. If G is topologized
by a complete metric, then g-+(βg(x)ξ, η) is continuous on G for each
x 6 M, ξ and rj in £>.

PROOF. We have only to show that for any sequence {gm} in G
which converges to g0 in G and any self-ad joint element z(\\z\\ ^ 1) in
M, βgm(z) —• βδ0(z) weakly in M. By the Kaplansky's density theorem
([4]), we can choose a sequence {zn} in the self-adjoint part of A( | | zJ | ^
1, w = 1, 2, 3, •••) such that zn—+z (n-+oo) strongly. Let Goo be the
group generated algebraically by {gm; m = 0, 1, 2, •••}. Let H be the
closure of Goo in G. Then H is a complete separable metric group with
the countable dense subgroup Goo. Let B be the C*-subalgebra of A
generated by {ah{zn)', heH, n = 1, 2, •; 1 (the identity operator on $)}.
Then one can easily check that ah(B) = B for each heH and h —•
(ah(a)ξ, r]) is continuous on H for all a e B and ξ, rj e φ. Since M is
<7-finite, the weak closure N of B is also σ-finite and there exists a faith-
ful normal state φ on N. Let (πφf $φ, ξφ) be the cyclic representation
of N induced by φ. Then πφ is a *-isomorphism of N onto the von
Neumann algebra πφ(N) on $φ. Noting that 9ΐ = {p(cchl(zni\ , cthjc(znk));
^ e Goo, i = 1, 2, , k; zni, -- ,zn]ee {zX=1; p(Xu , Xk) a polynomial

with rational coefficients in \, ••sλ*.} is countable and {πΦ(a)ξφ, ae%l}
is uniformly dense in $φ, by the normality of πφ and the continuity of
the action ag on A of H, we can easily show that $φ is separable. Let
yg = πφ o βg o πj1 on πφ(N) for each g eH. Then g~+Ίg is a representa-
tion of H into Aut* (πφ(N)) such that 7g(πΦ(a)) = πφ(ag(a)) for each
# e i ί and aeB. Thus # —• ̂  17Γ (̂5) is weakly continuous on H and

hence {πφ(B), πφ(B) ( = πφ(N)), φφ, 7, H) satisfies the assumption of the
Kallman's Theorem ([6]). Hence by [6], for each aeπφ(N), g—*yg(a) is
weakly continuous on H. This implies by the normality of πφ, g —>
(βg(b)ξ, η) is continuous on H for each b e N, ξ, η e £ . Since {#m, 0̂}m=i c
i ϊ and ^ e N, we can show the desired statement cited in the first para-
graph of the proof. The Proposition follows.

THEOREM. Keeping the notations in Proposition, we do not assume
that M is σ-finite but suppose the postulates (a) and (β). Then, under
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the condition that the topology of G is given by a complete metric, g—>

(βg(a)ξ, η) is continuous for any aeM and ξ, ηe$.

PROOF. First of all, we shall show that for any non-negative element
z in M such that there is a sequence fojflls* || tί 1, n = 1, 2, •) in the
non-negative part of A with zn —> z strongly, and for any normal state
φ of M, g —> φ(βg(z)) is continuous on G. To do this, it is sufficient
to show that Φ(β9m(z)) —* Φ(βgo(z)) (m —> oo) for any sequence {gn} in G
with gn —* g0 in G. By the same way as that in Proposition, let GM be
the countable subgroup of G generated algebraically by {gm, m —
0, 1, 2, •••} and H be the closure of Goo in G. Let C be the ^ - s u b -
algebra of A generated by {βh(a(n)(g)), heH; n = 1, 2, g e Goo},
{βh{zn), n = 1, 2, •••; heH} and 1$. Then we can easily check that
βg(C) = C for all geH. Since C c i , g—+(βg(a)ξ, η) is continuous on i f
for any aeC, ξ, ηetξ>. Let C be the weak closure of C and let ψ =
Φ I C (where φ is an arbitrarily given normal state of M) and eψ be the
support of ψ in C. Then e^ is σ-finite in C. Next we shall show that
the central support (in C) zψ of eψ is also σ-finite in C. At first, we
claim that C is countably generated. In fact, since SI = {βh((^M(g));
U; h e Goo; n = 1, 2, . •; g e G 4 and S3 = {βn(zn), n = 1, 2, 3, •; λ e Goo}
are countable sets, the set 8 = {α161α2δ2 akbk1 at e 2C, bt e 93, i = 1, 2, ,
k keN} (where ΛΓ is the set of natural numbers) is countable and by
the continuity of the action ag of G in Aut* (J5), the countable set of
rational linear combinations of elements in 8 is strongly dense in C. The
statement follows. Hence there exists a strongly dense countable subset
{an}n=i in C. Let fn( e C) be the range projection of aneψ. Then /„ •< eψ
for each n and thus, fn is σ-finite in C for each n. Let / = VϊU/n i n

C. Then one can easily check that / is also σ-finite in C. We claim that
/ = zψ. Since zψ$ — [Ce^] ([4]) (where [$] is the closed linear span of
$ in £), zψ ^ f follows. Conversely, each ae^r] (aeCη c ξ>) can be
approximated in the norm by an element of the form anieψη(an. e {α%}^=1),
%ψ ^ / follows immediately and zψ = f is (7-finite in C. Since for each
r̂ 6 Goo, ^ σ e {α(^)(g); n • = 1, 2, •}", w f feC for all ^ e GTO. For any ^ e H,

there is a sequence {gm} in Goo such that d{gmj #)—•() (m—*oo). By
Postulate (/S), α(̂ )(βrm)—•> a{n){g) (m—• oo) weakly in C for each w. Thus
{a(n)(g), n = 1, 2, •}" c {α(^)(gm); w = 1, 2, • • •; m = 1, 2, •}" c C and
ugeC for any # e if by Postulate (/9). This implies by Postulate (α),
iSX^) = Zf f o r all sr e ί ί .

For any α e Czψ ([4]), let Ίg{azψ) = βg{a)zψi then noting that
βg{azψ) = βg{a)zψ, it is well-defined and g~*Ύg is a representation of i f
into Aut* (Czψ). Moreover, Ίg(Czψ) — Czψ for each # 6 i f and r̂ —• τ
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is strongly continuous. Thus the system {Czψ, Czψ ( = Cz^)f 7, H) satisfies
the condition of Proposition, because zψ is σ-finite in C. Hence, noting
that zeC and {gm, g0} c H, Ί Qm(zzψ) —> ΊgQ(zzψ) (strongly) a s m ^ o o , that is,
βgm(z)zγ—+βΰo(z)z+ (m—*oo) strongly. Since zψ^eψ and ψ = φ(z+ ),
<P(β.Jίz)) = Ψ(ββm(z)) = Ψ(β.Jίz)z+)-+1r{ββ0(Φ+) = Ψ(β.0{z)) = φ(ββ0(z))
(m —>oo). Denote the predual action of G by ^ Γ f f (gsG) (that is,
(Γ,fXa?) = ψ(ag(x)) for all xeM,.geG), this implies TgJ-+Tg$ in
Aσ (where Aσ is the set of operators in S3(©) which can be strongly
approximated by a monotone increasing sequence from A [9]) (m —>©o).
Now, the argument of Akemann, Dodds and Gamlen ([2] Theorem 3.2.
See also [9].) tells us that T9mφ->TgQφ (m—>oo) weakly in Λf* (the
predual of ikf) for each φeM*. This implies that agm(a)—>agQ(a) weakly
(m—>oo) for any αeikf. This completes the proof of Theorem.

3. Applications. This section concerns with an application of the
above discussions to a result which plays a role in a theorem concerning
the existence of invariant traces in semi-finite von Neumann algebras
[8]. Before going into discussions, we prepare the following lemma
which is a modification of [8, Lemma 2].

LEMMA. Let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on a not
necessarily separable Hilbert space $, N be a von Neumann subalgebra
such that there is a normal projection of norm one Φ from M onto N.
Let ube a unitary operator in M such that u~VnΦ(uυn) e Z (n = 1, 2, •)
(where Z is the center of M). Then there exists a unitary operator v
in {Φ(um), m = 0, ± 1 , ±2, •••}" (ΞS&CJSO satisfying that Aάu = Aάv
on M (that is, u and v implement the same ^-automorphism of M).

PROOF. Let bn = Φ(uVn) and cn = u~1/nbn for each natural number n.
Then bn 3 % cn e Z n = 1, 2, . Let bn = vn \ bn | (resp. cn = un \ cn |) be
the polar decomposition of bn (resp. cn). The unicity of the polar de-
composition implies that \bn\ = |c n | eZΠ 9i and uVnun = vne%l. Let qn

be the range projection of \cn\ (and thus, of \bn\). Then qn e9ΐ Π Z. Note
that un e Z, we have Ad (uυn) = Ad (vn) on Mqn. Since the normality of
Φ tells us that cn—>1 strongly (w—>oo), there exists a positive integer
n0 such that cno Φ 0 and qnQ Φ 0. It follows that Ad (uqno) = Ad (vjg) on
MqnQ. Let {vaj qa) be a maximal family such that va is a unitary element
in U Π Mqa, qa is a projection in Z Π %l for each a, qaqa, — 0 (a Φ a!)
and Ad (va) = Ad (uqa) on Mqa for each <x. Then, since Φ(axb) — aΦ(x)b
for any x e Λf, a, beN, the above arguments implies that Σ « tf« — l
Let v = Σαvαgα ( 6 9i). Then Ad (v) = Ad (u) on ikί. The lemma follows.

Keep the notations as above, let G be a topological group whose
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topology is given by a complete metric, and let g-+ug be a σ-weakly
continuous unitary representation of G into M such that uj1/nΦ(ug

ln) e Z
for each g e G and positive integer n. Let Έi = (M, JV')". Then by the
above lemma, for each geG, there is a unitary element vg in {Φ(u™);
m = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , •}" ( c JV) such that Ad vg = Ad ̂ ff on AT. Let σg =
Ad ^ I HTC, and let A be the C*-algebra generated by M and N'(A = 2K).
Then by the arguments of [8], g~*σg (geG) is a representation of G
into Aut* (3ft) such that σg(A) = A for each # and # —»σff(α) is weakly
continuous on (? for each aeA.

In fact, let α l f a2, •••, aneM and 6X, δ2, , bn e N'. Then, noting that
vgeN for each g, we get that ^(7λ(α1&1αa&8 α»δ») = VgVhiaAdzh
ftAX^i)* = W M ( w ) * ^ '(^9^h)^n(^g^hTbn = ughaίugh*b1' ughanv,gh*bn =
VghaiVgh*^ ^ Λ αΛA*^ = ^ f e (αA αΛ6J. Thus g -> <τ, is an automor-
phic representation of G on φ such that σg(A) = A for each g. Since
g—+ug is a strongly continuous unitary representation of G into M,
Ogiajb^ajbz α%6J = w,α1w^*61 uganug*bn implies that g-+σg(a) is strongly
continuous on 6? for each aeA. Note that i^ e {Φ(u™); m = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , }"
and g-+Φ(u™) is (7-weakly continuous on G for each m, by Theorem,
we get that g —> (0"ff(fc)f, fj) is continuous on G for each b e SJί and £,
57 G φ. Thus we have:

COROLLARY. Let M be a von Neumann algebra with center Z acting
on a not necessarily separable Hilbert space φ and let G be a group of
^-automorphisms of M with the action g~+ageAut*(M) for each geG.

Suppose that there is a faithful normal G-invariant state φ (thus,
by a Theorem of Kovacs-Szucs [7], there exists a faithful normal G-
invariant projection Φ of norm one from M onto the fixed subalgebra
MG of M under G) and M is semi-finite. Let τ be a normal faithful
semi-finite trace of M. Then by Radon-Nikodym theorem (see [4]), there
is a non-negative self-adjoint densely defined operator h affiliated with
M such that φ(a) = τ(ha) for each aeM. Since hu and <xg(hu) implement
the same automorphism of M for each real number t, h'^Φty11) e Z for
each t. Let vt be the unitary operator in {Φ^/^}")}" given in Lemma
and let Eft = (M, (MG)')". Then t—>Aάvt\Tl is a strongly continuous one-
parameter automorphism group of 9ft (In [8], Nest assumes that $ is
separable).
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